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what’s inside

breaking faith
WITH THE INSURED

Insurance is meant to protect you from claims
made against you, or to compensate you for
losses you suffer – at least that’s the theory.
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But sometimes, the good faith a person places

Spectator safety:

wall, as the insurance company unreasonably

Avoid injuries at

or willfully denies benefits on their perfectly

sporting events

valid claim. This is known as insurance bad

Violence at work:
When is it covered
under NJ workers’
comp?

page 3
NY introduces ‘text
stops’ on its highways
Did you know?

in their insurance company runs into a brick

faith.
One sign that your insurance company is
engaging in bad faith is delay tactics in investigating your claim. Document your every
contact with the insurance company: dates,

ask you to resubmit it—numerous times. The

times, when paperwork was filed, and so forth. It

goal is not just to delay, but to frustrate you to

may come in handy later.

the point of giving up.

Sometimes, insurance companies play fast and

The bad-faith examples listed above merely

loose with policy language. They put a new spin

scratch the surface of tactics that some insurance

on existing policy language, or fabricate lan-

companies incorporate into everyday practice.

guage out of thin air.

The insurance industry is entitled to make a
profit (they rake in over $1 trillion in premiums
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Some insurance companies aren’t above twisting

annually), but not to take advantage of policy-

arms to get their way. They may threaten higher

holders with bad-faith practices.

A quick look at

rates or cancellation of your policy.

catastrophic injuries

If you believe you’ve been the victim of insurRedundancy is a go-to resource, too. They might

ance bad faith, contact an insurance law attorney

claim they never received your paperwork and

to protect your rights. ■
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violence at
work:
WHEN IS

IT COVERED UNDER NJ

spectator safety:
AVOID INJURIES AT SPORTING
EVENTS

WORKERS’ COMP?

An off-duty Rutgers Police detective caught
a suspected car burglar in Newark, but was
slashed with a knife during the man’s arrest.
The detective was chasing a man who tried to
break into his cousin’s car. During the chase, the
man slashed the detective twice in the left side
of his back. Each wound was about six inches

Each year, millions of sports fans head to stadiums or ballparks to

long. Despite being injured, the detective took

watch their favorite teams play. Sporting events should be fun and

custody of the suspected burglar. After the inci-

exciting for everyone. However, with thousands of people crowded to-

dent, 18-year-old Angelo Tolentino was arrested

gether in close proximity, there is a greater chance that someone will be

and charged with various counts, including

hurt. Some of the most common sporting event injuries include:

aggravated assault on a police officer. The detective was treated at University Hospital and

• Food poisoning from spoiled food/drinks

released later that day.

• Slip and fall accidents on wet surfaces
• Tripping over someone’s belongings or on steep steps

This type of violence is always covered under

• Assault injuries due to inadequate security

NJ Workers’ Compensation. This means you
are entitled to fully paid medical care and pay

In order to prevent these injuries, fans should follow all safety rules

for your lost time from work. If you can show a

and warning signs. Be aware of any areas where fans are becoming ag-

permanent loss of function, you may also be en-

gressive. To avoid crowds and chaos after the game, you may consider

titled to a cash payment once treatment is over.

leaving early.
Fights between coworkers that result in injury
But what happens if you do get hurt at a sporting event? Most times,

are usually covered, even for the person who

when you purchase a ticket, you are agreeing that the stadium and team

starts the fight. Essentially, the only type of

cannot be held responsible for injuries you sustain during the normal

fight not covered would be if a non-coworker

course of the game. However, in some cases, you may be able to argue

comes to the workplace and starts a fight over a

that your injuries did not happen during the normal course of the game.

non-work related issue.

For instance, if you were hurt due to improper security, you may still
be entitled to compensation.

Have questions about your work injury? You
may want to contact a workers’ compensation

Whether or not you will be eligible for compensation will depend on
the specific facts of your case. It’s a good idea to meet with a personal
injury lawyer to discuss your legal options. ■
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attorney for help. ■

until the next Texting

ting and driving, New

Zone,” said Governor

York State will be install-

Andrew Cuomo.

ing “Text Stops” on some
of its busiest roads. These

New York state police

texting zones would give

wrote 21,580 tickets for

drivers a safe spot to pull

distracted driving this

over and read or send

summer – an increase

messages.

of 365 percent from last
summer. With a statistic

Blue signs with messages like, “It can wait – Text

like that, it’s no surprise that state officials are get-

Stop 5 miles” will be placed along state highways

ting creative. However, distracted driving isn’t only

directing drivers to 91 texting zones. The Text Stops

a problem in New York. A recent survey from AT&T

are actually just existing rest areas that have been re-

showed that nearly 50 percent of adults admit to tex-

branded to encourage drivers to use them.

ting behind the wheel.

“With this new effort, we are sending a clear mes-

While it may be unconventional, we hope that this

sage that there is no excuse to take your hands off the

initiative will help convince drivers to keep their eyes

wheel and eyes off the road because your text can wait

on the road. ■

October 8 – National Children’s Day
October 14 – Columbus Day Observed
October 16 – National Boss Day
October 27 – Mother-in-Law Day
October 31 – Halloween

In an effort to curb tex-

October 2013 Important Dates

‘text stops’
on its highways
NY INTRODUCES

did you know? Halloween Means Big Business
According to the National Retail Federation, Americans spent close to $8 billion on Halloween in 2012, and the average
person spent around $80 on decorations, costumes, and candy combined. It’s expected that over 170 million people will take
part in celebrating Halloween this year, with over 50 percent choosing to decorate their home or yard and even 15 percent
deciding to dress their pets in costumes!
Whether you take part or not, please be extra careful this Halloween once the little ghouls and goblins take to our streets. ■
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catastrophic injuries
catastrophic
injuries
Catastrophic injuries are classified as injuries that strike without

A person who sus-

Catastrophic
injuries
are classified
as injuries
that strikeInwithout
warning, with
life-changing
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ramifications.
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months, sometimes even years, after the initial injury.
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theemotional
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Injuries to the spinal cord, brain, and eyes; severe burns; acciden-
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common catastrophic injuries. Some, by extension, disable other

medications may come into play long term. Tragically, lifelong,

parts of the body, such as injuries to the spinal cord and brain.
These injuries may render a person unable to work again, and

parts of the body, such as injuries to the spinal cord and brain.
may lead to long-term or lifelong medical care.

These injuries may render a person unable to work again, and
may lead to long-term or lifelong medical care.

The most notable causes of catastrophic injuries include motor
vehicle accidents, industrial and construction accidents, and falls.

TheSporting
most notable
causes
of catastrophic
injuries
include
accidents,
falling
or flying objects,
violence,
andmotor
medi-

vehicle
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industrial
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construction
accidents, and falls.
cal malpractice
the list,
among others.
Sporting accidents, falling or flying objects, violence, and medi-

round-the-clock medical care will be required for some.

round-the-clock medical care will be required for some.

Catastrophic injury victims may wish to pursue legal action depending on the circumstances of their injuries. An injury claim

Catastrophic injury victims may wish to pursue legal action de-
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truly replace good health. Contact an experienced personal injury
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cal malpractice make the list, too, among others.
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